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GTI Product Repairs 

October 2017 GTI-TSD-018-1017-GB 

Distribution Regions: All Regions Product Relevance: All products 

For use by: Distributors, Consultants, Contractors and End Users. 

For products not covered by GTI Support or for customers that do not have a GTI Support 

Agreement, Bailoy offer a full test and repair service for our products.  

We advise where possible, to call or email Bailoy support if any hardware or software product 

experiences a problem, as it is often possible to diagnose and fix an issue without sending it back to 

Bailoy*.  

Once it has been established a product requires repair, a product fault report form TF003 must be 

completed which should then be emailed to support@Bailoy.com. Bailoy will then issue a returns 

ticket number which must be attached to the box containing the damaged item.  

it should then be packed suitable for shipping, preferably in the original product packaging and 
returned to the address below: - 

Bailoy Products Limited 
The Old Forge 
High Street 
Harmondsworth 
Middlesex 
UB7 0AQ 

Tel: + 44 (0) 208 897 0125 
 

• Bailoy can arrange for collection from site but would need 48 hours’ notice to arrange a 

courier. Any shipping costs will be added to the repair invoice. 

 

Once received, your product will be fully tested and any faulty or damaged parts replaced**. It will 

then be put on our test bench which replicates field conditions and runs a series of software and 

hardware tests to check everything is fully working. 

A repair report will then be issued along with an invoice for the repair, any parts used and the 

product returned to the required location.  

*Depending on your support status, this may be chargeable 

**If you require a quote or report on costs prior to any repairs being done, e-mail support@bailoy.com 

quoting the return ticket number, site name and product serial number. 

Further Reading: 
Documents. PSI001, PSI002, PSI003, PSI004 
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